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Launching out on Faith- Look to Christ 

Hebrews 12:1-3 

Introduction: 

1. Where there is no vision (revelation) the people parish- Proverbs 29:18 

2. When launching out on faith there is no greater vision the church or an individual can have than that of 

following after Christ, by way of thinking and acting in the same way he did. 

3. Romans 8:29 

 

Discussion: 

I. So Great a Cloud of Witnesses 

 A. Examples are meant to inspire and encourage 

  1. Witnesses is the same word as “martyr”  

  2. Surrounding- to lie around (Acts 28:20). 

 B. We are to run the race with endurance 

  1. Encumbrance- bulk, mass, hence a burden, heavy weight. 

  2. Two things that can keep you from running the race; sin (departing from God’s law) and an  

  encumbrance or weight (anything that gets in the way of the Christian walk, Mt. 6:24, 33) 

  3. Endurance- the ability to do something difficult for a long period of time or until complete. 

  4. Run- To never have both feet on the ground at the same time 

 

Transition: We need to run with the faithful around and supporting us rather than sin and those thing which 

would distract us, only then can we reach for the upward call of God in Christ Jesus (c.f. Phil. 4:14). 

 

II. Fixing your eyes on Jesus 

 A. Fixing 

  1. Literally to turn the eyes away from other things and fix them on something specific 

  2. We cannot be fixed on the world and end up with Jesus (Jas 4:4; 1 Peter 4:17-18). 

 B. The author and perfecter of faith 

  1. Author- chief leader, prince, one who takes lead, author 

  2. Perfecter- one who has in his own person raised faith it its perfection and so set before us the  

  highest example of faith 

 

Transition: Since Jesus is the one who paved the way and lived a faithful life perfectly, it would only be natural 

to consider how He walked and how He dealt with adversity. 

 

III. Considering Him 

 A. Endured Hostility by sinners 

  1. It is easy to be a Christian when there is not persecution but our true test is trials (1 Pt. 1:7-9). 

  2. Hostility- rebellion against authority (1 Samuel 8:7). 

 B. So that you will not grow weary and lose heart 

  1. Grow weary- reluctant to experience any more of something 

  2. Opposition from the word can tire us out but with Christ and His example of faithfulness we  

  know that we can succeed because we are more than conquerors (c.f. Romans 8:37-39). 

 C. This is God’s Purpose for us 

  1. 1 Peter 2:21-25 

  2. Romans 8:28-30 

 

Conclusion: 

1. If our vision is not clear, to become like Christ, then we will never amount to all that God wants us to amount 

to and therefore cannot work in the kingdom as effectively as we could.  
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2. The more we follow in Christ footsteps, the more we will look like Him and less like ourselves (the world). 


